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An end-to-end guide to building industrial strength web applications, this title includes PHP/McSQL
source code to three complete web applications.
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"Core Web Application Development with PHP and MySQL" is an intermediate to advanced-level
guide for programmers and developers. It bills itself as "everything one needs to know about
building robust database applications". That is a bit of puffery but this is a comprehensive practical
guide for designing and building production-quality, database-enabled applications. The author is an
open-source platform expert and software developer. He comes from a background of working with
standard desktop Windows-based applications and made the transition to building dynamic web
applications. His experience in making the transition informs this book as a comprehensive
explanation of how to use the various technologies that go into writing web applications. For those
making similar transitions, this is a very fine presentation done by a thoughtful, systematic designer.
For those already busy in the PHP/MySQL area, the advanced level of instruction is likely to be
valuable. The emphasis is on open-source applications, particularly PHP5 and MySQL in an
XHTML/Javascript environment. But, beyond technologies, the author's focus is on the strategies
and systematic approach one needs to design and implement successful web applications. He
writes for an advanced audience which is already basically familiar with programming and XHTML.
Those writing or planning dynamic web applications will benefit most from the book. There are 33

chapters in five parts - basics of PHP, database basics, planning web applications, implementation,
and sample projects.

I had a blog reader email me today and ask if I knew of any good books on PHP and MySQL. Being
that I'd like to learn more about both of those subjects myself, I recently had requested (and had
sitting in my review pile) a copy of Core Web Application Development With PHP And MySQL by
Mark Wandschneider. If you're focused on *application development* (rather than just learning how
to create a dynamic page), then this book works pretty well...

As a beginner seeking to develop as much beginning-to-intermediate knowledge and information
about PHP and MySQL as possible in the coming two months, I went to local book stores to see all
the titles offered on these two topics -- and to select the best."Core Web Application Development
with PHP and MySQL" by Marc Wandschneider was the book I bought. -- [Jump down to later
portions of this review if you don't want to read about how terrific the page layouts are.]This newly
published title offers the perfect blend of depth, high readability, quality writing, and outstandingly
handsome and clean page design and layout -- a significant attribute in the face of so many
computer books on store shelves with layouts that are so cramped, ugly, cluttered and dense.Many
computer books offer wasted galaxies of white space wrapped around text which itself has been
reduced to microscopically small unreadability. In contrast, this book utilizes white space in perfect
elegance and moderation. The typeface is never too tiny, and it changes frequently in helpful and
readable ways. The author owes the editor and designer a high debt of gratitude for the rare and
incredible job of page design.OK, Yes, the Contents: As a motivated beginner I cannot fully address
the technical content itself (since I have yet to master it), but I recognize good books -- and
well-written books -- when I see them. This is one. -- [Another review located here provides a
detailed breakdown of the contents, chapter-by-chapter.
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